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We are entering a golden age of alternative investments.Alternative asset classes including
private equity, hedge funds, catastrophe reinsurance, real assets, non-traditional credit,
alternative risk premia, digital assets, collectibles, and other novel assets are now available to
investors and their advisors in a way that they never have been before.The pursuit of
diversification is not as straightforward as it once was — and the classic 60/40 portfolio may no
longer be sufficient in helping investors achieve their most important financial goals. With the
ever-present need for sustainable income and risk management, alternative assets are poised
to play a more prominent role in investor portfolios.Phil Huber is the Chief Investment Officer for
a multi-billion dollar wealth management firm and acts as your guide on a journey through the
past, present, and future of alternative investments. In this groundbreaking tour de force, he
provides detailed coverage across the spectrum of alternative assets: their risk and return
characteristics, methods to gain exposure, and how to fit everything into a balanced
portfolio.The three parts of The Allocator’s Edge address:1. Why the future may present
challenges for traditional portfolios; why the adoption of alternatives has remained elusive for
many allocators; and why the case for alternatives is more compelling than ever thanks to
financial evolution and innovation.2. A comprehensive survey of the asset classes and strategies
that comprise the vast universe of alternative investments.3. How to build durable and resilient
portfolios that harness alternative assets; and how to sharpen the client communication skills
needed to establish proper expectations and make the unfamiliar familiar.The Allocator’s Edge is
written with the practitioner in mind, providing financial advisors, institutional allocators, and
other professional investors the confidence and courage needed to effectively understand,
implement, and translate alternatives for their clients.Alternative investments are the allocator’s
edge for the portfolios of tomorrow — and this is the essential guide for advisors and investors
looking to seize the opportunity.

Phil Huber has created a clear roadmap for investing for the next decade?his book is that rare
combination of insightful and entertaining. --Matt Kadnar, Partner and Portfolio Manager,
GMODo you think stocks are expensive? Do you shudder at bond yields? If you’re nodding your
head, then this book is for you. In The Allocator’s Edge, Phil Huber unpacks the
misunderstandings and misconceptions that often accompany alternative investments. From
private equity and hedge funds to catastrophe bonds and non-traditional lending, Huber
explains alternative strategies in a way that can teach a financial professional and also make
sense to the layman. --Michael Batnick, Director of Research at Ritholtz Wealth Management
and co-host of the Animal Spirits podcastThe Allocator’s Edge really hits the mark as a primer in
understanding why alternatives are important and sets a solid foundation for how to incorporate



non-traditional exposures in portfolios. I would certainly recommend this to analysts, financial
advisors, or other investors looking to be more conversant and comfortable with this third
“bucket”?one I believe will be critical to delivering clients’ desired outcomes over the next
decade. --Shannon Saccocia, Chief Investment Officer of Boston Private WealthPhil has a
breadth of knowledge across investing that I'm envious of. I can’t believe how much this book
covers, and how high quality the analysis across each section is. If I were a financial advisor or
institutional allocator seeking to expand my knowledge of alternative investments, this is the
book I'd pick up first. --Ali Hamed, co-founder and General Partner at CoVentureGrab your
highlighter and get ready to learn. The Allocator’s Edge offers the sophisticated investor a
comprehensive look into the world of alternative investments. Phil Huber clearly articulates the
essential concepts in an approachable manner that makes this book a valuable resource to
allocators, advisors, and investing enthusiasts. --Peter Lazaroff, Chief Investment Officer at
PlancorpWith equity capital markets near all-time high valuations and interest rates close to all-
time lows, it appears the traditional 60/40 portfolio that has served investors well for decades will
be challenged to generate the rates of return needed going forward. In The Allocator’s Edge,
Huber provides investors a practical guide how to incorporate alternative investments into a
portfolio framework to bridge this gap. --Chris Schelling, Director of Alternatives, Venturi Private
Wealth, and Author, Better than AlphaWith low interest rates and elevated equity valuations,
traditional portfolios are increasingly at risk of being bodyslammed. Phil provides readers a
ringside seat to the modern alternative investment landscape, covering everything from farmland
to digital assets. This comprehensive guide extends beyond the why and into the how, with
concrete and actionable takeaways for financial advisors and asset allocators to bring their
portfolios into the 21st century. --Meb Faber, Chief Executive Officer & Chief Investment Officer
of Cambria Investment ManagementWith language easy enough for a novice investor to
understand and a depth of insight for experienced investors to value, Phil Huber has created the
modern, comprehensive guide to alternative investing. For anyone looking to expand their
investment palette beyond stocks and bonds and learn not just what alternatives are available
but how to deploy them in a portfolio, The Allocator’s Edge is essential reading. --Corey
Hoffstein, Chief Investment Officer at Newfound ResearchThe Allocator’s Edge shows just how
much the investable universe has expanded and provides a practical path to true diversification.
What Huber prescribes is not (yet) the conventional wisdom, but it will be. A decade from now,
Huber’s philosophy and quest for safer, more reliable portfolios will be mainstream?and the
investor/RIA of the future built upon it. The Allocator’s Edge is bold in vision, full of accumulated
wisdom, and immensely practical, giving allocators advice they can implement today to bring
greater financial security to those they care for. If you are managing money for others, read this
book. --Ross Stevens, Founder and CEO of Stone Ridge Holdings GroupPhil does a wonderful
job explaining the current predicament financial advisors face in meeting the needs of their
clients and offers a clear explanation of alternatives available. His articulation and display of the
need for alternatives is handcrafted for any advisor to copy and paste to make the case for their



clients. Phil’s description of the past, present, and future of alternatives is an effective manual for
anyone looking to understand where to go. I highly recommend having The Allocator’s Edge on
your reference bookshelf. --Ted Seides, founder of Capital Allocators, LLCPhil Huber has written
an important book on an important topic. We know that building good portfolios is getting harder,
and Phil gives us a toolkit and a roadmap for getting the job done. --Brian Portnoy, Ph.D., CFA,
Founder, Shaping WealthThe Allocator’s Edge has always been about unlocking the power of
uncorrelated risk premia. As democratization and access to product grow, all investors need to
arm themselves with requisite knowledge. Phil Huber has put together an excellent set of
guiding principles to help today’s allocator navigate and harness the complexity premium. --
William J. Kelly, Chief Executive Officer of the CAIA Association--This text refers to the hardcover
edition.About the AuthorPhil Huber, CFA, CFP®, as both a wealth management practitioner and
an investment industry thought leader, is uniquely qualified in understanding the merits of
alternative investments as well as the myriad challenges that accompany their use in the
portfolios of wealthy individuals and families. As the Chief Investment Officer for Savant Wealth
Management, Phil leads the firm’s investment and portfolio-management related functions. Phil
has been featured across many prominent media outlets, including The Wall Street Journal, The
New York Times, InvestmentNews, CityWire RIA Magazine, and Bloomberg TV, and was named
one of Investopedia’s Top 100 Financial Advisors (2018-2020). He also authors a popular
investing blog, bps and pieces, and is active on Twitter and LinkedIn. --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.
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“If everyone is thinking alike, then no one is thinking.”— Benjamin Franklin“We cannot solve our
problems with the same thinking we used when we created them.”— Albert Einstein

For my wife, Christie, and our daughter, Hannah.You are my world.To that, there is no alternative.

About the AuthorPhil Huber, CFA, CFP®, as both a wealth management practitioner and an
investment industry thought leader, is uniquely qualified in understanding the merits of
alternative investments as well as the myriad challenges that accompany their use in the
portfolios of wealthy individuals and families.Phil is the Chief Investment Officer for Savant
Wealth Management, where he helps oversee the firm’s investment and portfolio-management
related functions. As co-chair of the firm’s Investment Committee, Phil leads the research efforts
that he and his team perform on asset managers, investment strategies and portfolio
construction techniques.Phil has been featured in a number of notable media outlets, including
The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, InvestmentNews, CityWire RIA Magazine, and
Bloomberg TV. In 2018, 2019, and 2020, he was named one of Investopedia’s Top Financial
Advisors. He also produces his own investing blog, bps and pieces ().He has been involved in
the financial services industry since 2007. Phil joined Savant as part of a merger with his prior



firm, Huber Financial Advisors, where he worked for twelve years and last served as the firm’s
Chief Investment Officer. Prior to his days at Huber Financial, Phil was employed at a global
asset management company where he worked closely with financial advisors to develop
investment strategies for their clients.He holds a bachelor’s degree in finance from the Kelley
School of Business at Indiana University and is a CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™
professional. Phil also is a CFA® charter holder and a member of the CFA society of
Chicago.Phil and his wife Christie live in the northwest suburbs of Chicago where they enjoy
reading, yoga, and spending time with their daughter Hannah. He is also a lifelong, diehard
professional wrestling fan.

Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards, Inc. (CFP Board) owns the CFP® certification
mark, the CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ certification mark, and the CFP® certification
mark (with plaque design) logo in the United States, which it authorizes use of by individuals
who successfully complete CFP Board’s initial and ongoing certification requirements.

Foreword by Cliff AsnessIt is hard to write an unbiased non-self-serving foreword to a book
when a) you already think quite highly of the author, b) you think the author thinks quite highly of
you, and c) the author’s recommendations line up fairly well with your own (with an admitted nod
to Upton Sinclair). Luckily for me “unbiased” is not a requirement for a foreword and I will thus
make no attempt to temper my praise with manufactured critique added solely for credibility. Be
forewarned.My summary of Phil’s wonderful book can be broken into three parts.1What’s the
situation?What do you do?Why is doing it hard and how might we make it less hard?So, what’s
the situation? Well, I won’t rehash all the evidence Phil presents (or people like me have been
screaming about for a while!) but valuations on both stocks and bonds are very expensive today.
That means (almost but not quite by definition2) that they have done really well for a while, but sit
at substantially lower expected medium- to long-term expected returns right now. That doesn’t
mean it’s a certainty they’ll underperform their historical norms going forward. Expectations are
just that—they aren’t ex post realizations. And it’s not without controversy. I have colleagues
who’ve written papers on the difficulty in statistically “proving”3 this as you just don’t get enough
non-overlapping long-term periods.4 But, the point estimates (i.e., if you had to make one guess
from the data) go the way intuition would suggest. That is, more expensive starting valuations
lead to lower expectations of future return and vice versa. Again, it’s difficult to prove that beyond
a reasonable statistical doubt, but it has been historically true and fits our economic intuition (at
least mine)—two things that are enough for me to give it serious consideration.What’s more, one
thing that makes today fairly unique is both stock and bond markets are very expensive versus
history at the same time. That means that portfolios (e.g., like the classic 60/40 stock/bond
portfolio) of U.S. or global stocks and bonds taken together are actually more expensive than
their component parts. In the past when one of these was quite expensive (e.g., stocks in the
1999–2000 technology bubble) the other (e.g., bonds in the 1999–2000 technology bubble) was



often cheap, and thus the portfolio, even without any tilts or timing towards the cheaper one, was
not as extreme as today. Today, both major asset classes have done very well versus history for
quite a long time, leaving both of them quite expensive, and thus the portfolio of stocks and
bonds even more expensive vs. history. As a result, at least in Phil’s and my opinion, the
expected going forward return on this diversified portfolio of stocks and bonds is extremely low
versus history.Phil then shows that it doesn’t seem that most real-world investors actually believe
this! Rather, their estimates for the future currently seem higher than historical experience. To
those seduced by Phil’s (and my) reasoning, that may appear backwards (and we think it is!).
However, for many, having experienced at least a decade of superb returns on both stocks and
bonds (with some big bumps along the way of course) the intuition runs the exact opposite way.
They expect the good times to continue to roll on and on.So, what do you do? Well, I really
should say “what do you do if you believe Phil and Cliff?” but let’s consider that implied from now
on. Well, you’re faced with substantially lower expected return on traditional assets today vs.
history. Many organizations and individuals have return goals, and financial obligations, that
makes this a real problem looking ahead. One thing you could do is just accept it. Stay the
course, realize you’ll likely make less than-hoped-for for a while, perhaps quite a long while (the
alternative is making a ton less for a little while but that’s kind of scary), but not make any big
errors. Not a crazy plan but Phil (and I) are interested in how we can perhaps do better.One
option is to stay with traditional stocks and bonds but add a ton more alpha than you used to
assume you could, either through security selection or market timing. Nice work if you can get it!
This isn’t a screed about perfect efficient markets and the impossibility of either of these
attempts. That would be pretty hypocritic of me. But it is a warning that both of these are a zero-
sum game that you were, I assume, already engaged in if you believe in it. Why anyone can
suddenly get much better at this now that traditional assets are offering less is anyone’s guess
but it doesn’t seem like the best plan to us.5So, Phil lands on the recommendation to diversify
away from traditional stocks and bonds. OK, that sounds great. But into what? Phil goes through
multiple options that all can fall under the rubric of “alternative.” Some have done even better
than traditional markets (e.g., crypto), some have kept up, but many (e.g., liquid alts that put
significant weight on the “value factor”—something I know a bit about) have lagged what seems
like an ever upwards, ever anti-cheap assets stock and bond market. Phil is non-partisan across
these. If they pass a basic reasonableness test, including that they are getting more investable
for more people all the time, he likes them, at least for a small part of the whole. He advocates a
broad portfolio of many different types of alternatives, and taking a slice of what’s normally
allocated to traditional stocks and bonds and allocating it to that alternative portfolio. We all
might do it slightly differently. I for one am more cynical than Phil about privates (e.g., the
dampened reported volatility might make them look better than the really are), more clueless
about crypto (I’m kind of cynical, but not in a knowledgeable way, more in an old-man
harrumphing kind of way), even more clueless about farmland (like House Greyjoy my family sigil
might be “we don’t sow”6), and even more bullish than he on liquid alts which have taken a



pounding for a while leaving many of them the rare things that look cheap not expensive today
versus their history (massive Upton Sinclair alert). No matter. As a whole, it’s hard to argue with
Phil’s non-denominational diversified portfolio of diversifiers. I’ll leave the details to Phil (you do
have to read the book!) but he shows that such a portfolio of diversifiers has great potential to
help the situation that investors in a more traditional portfolio find themselves in.So, it’s simple
right? No it ain’t. In fact it’s ridiculously hard. Phil discusses why it is so hard and how might you
make it less hard.Here I picture Phil as Colonel Nathan R. Jessup screaming at us all “You can’t
handle diversification!” OK, more accurately, though not as pithy, he’s (not screaming but politely
explaining) that diversification, particularly away from assets that have (note the tense, people
assume “have” is the same as “will” way too much in investing!) done great, is in fact much
harder to handle than those in an ivory tower might think. Of course, he has some concrete
ideas how to help get there (and stick there which is also very hard!).At one point Phil says
“Most allocators intuitively like the idea of uncorrelated returns, but most balk at the actual
experience of owning uncorrelated return streams.” This certainly fits my experience! As Phil
discusses, diversification is, by definition, being different than the norm. When the norm does
very well, being different will, also mostly by definition, hurt you, at least relative to your
“norm”ish peers. That’s not easy to live through! It’s not easy even if you’re doing it precisely
because you strongly believe it will lead to doing better than the norm long term. When it doesn’t
work it’s going to hurt, and hurt more than many anticipate when and if they allocate to these
alternatives to begin with. Diversifying away from the norm means almost by definition you’ll be
trailing when most people you know are doing great. You’ll have your moments, including
hopefully the most important one (the long term). But, it’s really hard to stick with through the
lean years. And I do mean years with a plural. Everything in investing seems to go on longer than
we all expect, and it seems (and this is probably a tautology in some equilibrium fashion) many
of us throw in the towel at exactly the wrong time. We suffer for years and then can’t take it,
leaving (in my case sometimes within minutes of the low!) at the near exact point it finally starts
to work and work and work. If that’s going to be the case it is truly better not to have diversified at
all but, rather, have simply accepted the lower expected returns on traditional assets and held
the line there.7Of course Phil is not without suggestions on how allocators can weather these
difficulties and actually see diversification through. I won’t spend a lot of time on them here.
Again, you have to read the book! But one thing Phil says that I particularly love is “Great
investments (and by extension great portfolios) are nothing if not paired with equally great
investors.” I think that’s just staggeringly true.8 An example (where the portfolio creator and the
investor are one and the same) is Warren Buffett (isn’t he an example of everything?). My
colleagues wrote a paper on Buffett’s investing success.9 They found his success came a large
part from picking the “right” investing styles over his career (for those keeping score at home it’s
buying cheap, high quality, low volatility/beta stocks) and, taking advantage of the lower volatility/
beta, applying modest leverage. But they also found one other thing that’s really neat. A big part
of his success came from not backing off during some periods of tremendous relative or



absolute difficult performance. And he did that when he was plain old Warren Buffett not the
WARREN FREAKING BUFFETT THE GOAT we know today. It’s just one example where doing
something ex ante good, like the styles Buffett tilts towards, must be paired with staying power. I
can’t promise you Phil will turn all us readers into Warren Buffett but if you read his book I think it
helps you at least move in that direction.In summary, Phil tells us stocks and bonds have done
great, but are now poised to do less great over the next X years, just when people now expect
them to do even greater. He tells us we should diversify into some alternatives and makes a very
reasonable recommendation about which to include. Perhaps most importantly, he coaches us
about how hard it’s going to be, how important it is to stick with it, and offers some concrete
ideas how to make it happen. He offers a mantra for the whole project—SHARP. It stands for
sensible + humble + autonomous + resolute + persevering. Personally, I think he’s forcing it a bit
with resolute and persevering being pretty similar, and he wussed out on adding an “E” to make
it “SHARPE,” but it’s really great stuff!10Phil tells us diversifying properly is vital, today more than
ever. But, that sticking with it is a harder battle than you might think, yet a battle worth waging,
and when it comes to waging it he’s got your six.Read the book.Cliff AsnessManaging and
Founding Principal, AQR Capital Management1 By the way, Phil starts each chapter with a great
set of quotes, all implicitly about investment but rarely explicitly about investing. Please make
sure you glance at them as you read the book as they are both fun and informative.2 It doesn’t
have to be so for stocks. For example, you can get to a very high P/E by price going up or
earnings falling through the floor. So it’s theoretically possible to be at very expensive valuations
without having had abnormally high returns. But that’s not the case today. Stocks are very
expensive versus history and have indeed done very well.3 “Proving” here means a really small
chance you’re wrong. Sadly, you never really prove anything in statistics you just reduce the
chance you are mistaken.4 For one paper on this statistical difficulty see J. Boudoukh, R. Israel
and M. Richardson, Financial Analysts Journal 75:1 (2019).5 Admittedly, some of Phil’s
suggestions to come, like liquid alts, are a form of indeed pursuing more alpha going forward.6
Actually my family did officially vote on a motto about 15 years ago. For those curious it was “are
you going to finish that?”7 Phil notes in the book that alternatives also often get a shorter leash
than other investments. First, I’m here to testify that is true! Second, while true, it’s perhaps also
why there’s the most to gain here. Doing things that are easy rarely leads to a long-term edge.
For instance, “easy” makes them easy to arbitrage away. Doing things that are hard is not
sufficient for generating such an edge (there can indeed be hard but stupid things) but does
seem necessary.8 And it makes me a very thankful man for the investors I’ve (mostly)
encountered in my career.9 A. Frazzini, D. Kabiller and L. H. Pederson, Financial Analysts
Journal 74:4 (2018).10 This coming from me who prefers my own acronym MAGFANTs
(Microsoft, Apple, Google, Facebook, Ebook Library, Netflix, and Tesla) to the more well know
FANGs. It’s my foreword and I’ll be a hypocrite if I want to be.

IntroductionTrade-Offs All the Way DownFor as long as I can remember, I have been fascinated



—nay, obsessed—with asset allocation.I know what you’re thinking—this guy needs more
hobbies.And you’d be right, but that’s neither here nor there…My infatuation with asset
allocation stems from my strong conviction that diversification—true diversification—is
indistinguishable from magic. I mean, think about it. To put different investment ingredients
together in a blender and have the resulting smoothie taste great and be less filling than the sum
of the parts?The direct parallels between asset allocation and our everyday lives captivate me.
Whether in markets or in life, we continually walk a tightrope of trade-offs in the decisions that
we make. Want to be physically fit? You need to balance the trade-offs between a healthy diet
and exercise against your desire to watch TV and eat the things you enjoy. Want to have a
successful career? You need to balance the trade-offs of a higher salary and recognition from
your peers against your willingness to work long hours and spend time away from your loved
ones.This brings us to the myriad trade-offs we must make as investors: return objectives, risk
tolerance, income needs, liquidity preferences, tax considerations, and so on and so forth. The
deeper you go, the more you realize that it’s trade-offs all the way down.For the last several
decades, traditional asset allocation techniques have proved sufficient in helping investors
achieve their most important financial goals. It is my belief that while the conventional core
building blocks of portfolios—stocks and bonds—will still be necessary going forward, they are
no longer sufficient.To that end, I have spent an inordinate amount of time over the last decade-
plus of my career researching modern approaches to asset allocation and leading-edge portfolio
construction techniques. I believe that most investors have historically been limited in terms of
the types of diversification they can access, but that is changing.My raison d’être with The
Allocator’s Edge is to reach other forward-thinking financial advisors and investment
professionals involved in the asset allocation process who believe we can do better than the
status quo. Some will be resistant to change, while others will keep an open mind. Either way, I’m
confident those who bring an unwavering commitment to doing what’s necessary to improve
their clients’ odds of achieving their most important financial goals will walk away from this book
more confident than before in that very possibility.The road to success in this new era will not be
paved with the familiar and comfortable. It is no secret that old habits die hard. But excellence in
asset allocation requires a continuous evolution of ideas. We now live in an era where
alternatives can stand on equal footing with stocks and bonds as a third pillar of diversified
portfolios. The evidence and rationale are too compelling to ignore.Writing instructor David Perell
encourages authors to write at the intersection of what they know, what excites them, and what
others want. I’m confident I’ve got the first two covered and it is my hope that in picking up The
Allocator’s Edge you possess the third intersection of this Venn diagram.When I set out to write
this book, I had four main priorities with the end reader in mind. I wanted it to
be:InterestingAccessibleComprehensiveActionableIf after reading The Allocator’s Edge you feel
that all four of those boxes have been checked, that’s about the best compliment I could
receive.A Two-Asset WorldMost investors live in a two-asset world. You want the prospect of
high returns with commensurate risk? Buy stocks. You want safety and income with the



accompanying lower expected returns? Buy bonds. Find yourself stuck somewhere in the
middle? Buy some combination of the two. It is impossible to pinpoint exactly when and how it
happened, but somewhere along the way, the specific combination of 60% stocks and 40%
bonds became the de facto standard in asset allocation.The last thirty-plus years have been
defined by a secular decline in interest rates, providing a once-in-a-generation tailwind for fixed
income investors coming off the heels of the inflationary environment of the 1970s. Or, as writer
Morgan Housel puts it, “The most underrated investing traits are patience and having your
career coincide with a 30-year record decline in interest rates.”There’s good news and there is
bad news. Let’s just rip off the Band-Aid and get the bad news out of the way first. There is a high
probability that the 60/40 portfolio that worked tremendously in the past will ultimately fall short in
meeting the return targets and objectives of investors in the decades ahead. There are two main
culprits to blame here: high valuations of the “60” and paltry interest rates on the “40.”Let’s start
with equities. There is a wealth of evidence supporting the notion that starting valuations matter
a great deal to long-term returns. The mean-reverting nature of valuations links high (low)
starting multiples with lower (higher) than average returns. For U.S.-domiciled investors with an
embedded home bias, this challenge is particularly acute as our domestic stock market in 2021
ranges from slightly rich to obscenely expensive, depending on your preferred valuation metric.
Figure A shows the cyclically adjusted price-to-earnings ratio (CAPE) for the S&P 500
throughout history. It has recently reached levels seldom seen in its history.Figure A: S&P 500
Shiller CAPE Ratio (1901–2021)Source: Author.This tells you nothing about what might happen
in the next year or two, as valuations alone are a blunt timing tool. But it certainly doesn’t paint a
pretty picture for the next seven to ten years. The story in international markets is not nearly as
bad, but market multiples abroad are by no means a screaming buy.Let’s move on to fixed
income now. As of March 2021, the 10-year Treasury rate sits at around 1.5%. That is materially
higher than the low of 0.52% reached in 2020, but still historically low. Assuming realized
inflation of roughly 2%, investors are set up for negative expected real returns from an asset that
has historically acted as ballast against equity volatility and generated mid-single digit returns in
the process. One doesn’t have to make an interest rate forecast to confidently declare that the
halcyon days of fixed income are all but over.Figure B shows the 10-year Treasury rate from
1962 to 2020. You can see that the rate in 2020 is historically low and that the rate has been on a
downward trend since the 1980s.Figure B: Historical 10-Year U.S. Treasury Rate (1962–
2020)Source: Author.The result of these two forces colliding is dramatically lower expected real
returns for traditional 60/40 portfolios. According to AQR, the expected medium-term real returns
for a U.S. 60/40 portfolio is a measly 1.4%—less than one-third of its long-term average since
1900.Don’t get me wrong. I think almost all investors should own stocks. I also think most
investors should own some bonds. These core portfolio pillars are not going anywhere anytime
soon and both serve valuable roles in a portfolio. But we can do better. The goal is not to replace
stocks and bonds, but to augment them.Three ChoicesWith conventional portfolios stuck
between a rock and a hard place, allocators can choose one of three paths to confront today’s



challenges on behalf of their clients:1. Do NothingThis is the path of least resistance. And it is
likely the road that most will take, as inertia is a force to be reckoned with. Maintaining the status
quo will feel comfortable, but the price of admission for that comfort will come in the form of
falling short of investors’ objectives. Return targets are unreasonably high, yet capital market
expectations are stubbornly low. Something’s got to give.2. Take More Equity RiskThis choice
might solve the return side of the equation but requires a very long horizon and will incur some
bumps along the way. Investors will likely have to incur cringeworthy levels of volatility and
drawdowns that will keep them from sleeping well at night. And we must remember the equity
risk premium is promised to no one—that’s why it’s a risk premium. History has demonstrated
several lengthy dry spells. In theory, this approach might work. In practice, the odds are slim.3.
Think and Act DifferentlyInvesting differently than others is easier said than done. There is peer
risk, career risk, and a whole host of other considerations to factor in. Choosing this path takes
courage, but it is where the opportunity lies ahead.The OpportunityWhat do I mean when I say
we need to think and act differently?I promised there was good news as well. A net positive for
investors is that the investable universe has grown by leaps and bounds, providing a more
diverse toolkit with which to build portfolios.The solution to the dilemma facing traditional asset
allocation is to embrace additional sources of return that lie outside the conventional orthodoxy.
A wide range of exposures once considered un-investable are now increasingly democratized
thanks to the confluence of technological advancements and financial innovation. From niche
asset classes to strategies designed to intelligently exploit structural market inefficiencies and
behavioral biases, investors today can enhance their portfolios by including valuable,
diversifying return streams sourced from non-traditional risk premia.The effective
implementation of alternative investments in the context of a diversified portfolio is
simultaneously the biggest opportunity and the biggest challenge facing financial advisors,
asset allocators and other sophisticated investors today.There are no easy answers to the
dilemma we face as asset allocators. But there are worthwhile solutions. And as we all know,
nothing worthwhile is ever easy.If you have been on board conceptually with alternatives, but
have struggled with implementation and client adoption, worry no more.If you are a natural
skeptic—and you absolutely should be—then this is an opportunity to objectively reassess the
portfolios of the families and institutions you serve.The new paradigm suggested in this book
involves a sizable and wholesale shift, both in dollars and in mindset. Succeeding
unconventionally is unnatural and challenging for all of us, but I am confident that the long-term
outcome is one of more robust and rewarding portfolios that can deliver across a wider spectrum
of goals and objectives.It’s time to stop being complacent.It’s time to start getting creative.It’s
time for us to sharpen the Allocator’s Edge.

How to Use This BookThe allocator’s edge is designed to arm financial advisors, institutional
allocators, and other professional investors with the tools and techniques required to seize the
opportunity in alternative investments on behalf of the people and entities they serve.The book



itself is divided into three parts, taking us from why to the what to the how. It is not imperative to
read each chapter in succession, but it is highly encouraged.Part I of The Allocator’s Edge
defines the challenge—and the opportunity—that allocators face. The traditional portfolio
construction methods ubiquitous today are no longer enough to meet the reasonable risk and
return targets of most investors. The three chapters in this section seek to answer the following
three questions about alternative investments in today’s investment landscape:Why will
traditional portfolios be challenged going forward? (Chapter 1)Why have many investors
struggled with the adoption of alternatives to date? (Chapter 2)Why is the opportunity in
alternatives today more compelling than it was yesterday? (Chapter 3)Part II of The Allocator’s
Edge is an exploration into an array of diversifying return streams that, while individually risky,
can collectively lower overall portfolio risk when used in conjunction with stocks and bonds.
Used strategically over a long horizon, a diversified mix of these non-traditional assets and
strategies can put allocators in a position to deliver better, and more consistent, outcomes for
investors.The chapters in Part II progress through the past, present, and future of alternative
investments. Each chapter takes a deep dive into a particular segment of alternatives, seeking to
understand their history and potential role(s) in a portfolio. Despite the chronological structure of
Part II, these chapters can be read out of order depending on what topics pique your
interest.Chapter 4 examines the roles of private equity, hedge funds, real estate, and natural
resources (commodities and gold) as the historical cornerstones of alternative investing. We see
the tangential relationships between these mainstays of institutional portfolios and some of the
modern alternatives discussed in the subsequent chapters of Part II. Specifically, chapters 5–8
address alternative risk premia, insurance-linked securities, real assets, and non-traditional
credit, respectively.Chapter 9 closes out this section with a survey of the future investable
universe. The nascent asset classes covered here, each intriguing and promising, are
candidates for portfolio eligibility at some point in the future but are maybe not quite ready for
“prime time.”As you read chapters 4–9, you may find yourself wanting concrete suggestions on
what specific investments could be used to implement the strategies being discussed. While not
a recommendation of any fund or manager, Appendix 1 provides a sample list of investment
options by category. This is meant to function as a jumping-off point for additional due
diligence.Part III of The Allocator’s Edge is where we leave the realm of conceptual, roll up our
sleeves and answer questions related to portfolio design, implementation, and
communication.Chapter 10 attempts to reconcile the challenge of matching the right
investments to the appropriate investment vehicles. There is a lot of nuance in understanding
which asset classes can or should go into different fund structures.Chapter 11 provides a
blueprint for crafting recipes (portfolios) from the various ingredients (assets) covered in Part II,
with an emphasis on the practical implementation considerations faced by financial
advisors.Chapter 12, the concluding chapter, focuses on the skills required of tomorrow’s
allocators in delivering outstanding investment experiences for clients. Great investments are
nothing if not paired with equally great investors. Half of the battle that allocators face is



effectively educating and communicating alternative investments with their end clients. We wrap
things up by gaining new perspectives to match our new portfolios.If you’re like me, bullet point
summaries can be a helpful device to distill the key takeaways of a chapter or as a quick refresh
without having to reread in entirety. As such, each chapter includes a section at the end called
The Allocator’s Cheat Sheet that contains a handful of bullet points that cover the high notes.The
best allocators understand the importance of managing expectations for stakeholders and
clients. As such, it is worth mentioning what this book is not, to better calibrate expectations for
you the reader. The Allocator’s Edge is NOT:A treatise on the tax treatment of alternative
investments: I am not a CPA or a tax professional. There are some general comments on the
taxation of alternative investments throughout the book, but more specifics are beyond the
scope of this book.An instruction manual for building portfolios: It is my strong belief that non-
traditional investments will be an essential part of well-functioning portfolios for the indefinite
future, but I am somewhat agnostic to the specifics of their construction. Different strokes will
apply to different folks. I am confident, however, that there are enough details and examples
shared to help inform the decision-making of each reader in a way that makes the most sense
for their organization and constituents.A mile deep on every alternative asset class: I would have
loved going even deeper on many of the topics covered within, but the comprehensive nature of
this book only allows for so many layers to be peeled back. My hope is that the contents of this
book will follow the first rule of show business—always leave them wanting more! For those
looking to take a dive into the deep end of the pool, Appendix 2—the Research Rabbit Hole—is
a curated compilation of the best books, podcasts, white papers, articles and blog posts
canvassing each topic discussed in the book.With that out of the way, The Allocator’s Edge
awaits. Let’s get started!

Part I: The Allocator’s Dilemma

Chapter 1: Hindsight is 60/40—The Impaired Vision of Traditional Portfolios“What got you here
won’t get you there.”— Marshall Goldsmith“The first step towards getting somewhere is to
decide that you are not going to stay where you are.”— J.P. MorganWe begin chapter 1 by
challenging the conventional wisdom of traditional asset allocation methods.Conventional asset
allocators instinctively look backwards, sticking with what has worked in the rear-view mirror but
not paying attention to the road ahead. With impeccable acuity, they can see that a balanced
portfolio of stocks and bonds was just about the best diversification strategy money could buy
for the last 40 years. To say their hindsight is 20/20 would be an understatement.Their hindsight
is better than 20/20. It’s 60/40.The practice of asset allocation, at least as we know it today, can
be traced primarily to the inaugural “Stocks, Bonds, Bills, and Inflation: The Past and Future”
study, published by Roger Ibbotson and Rex Sinquefield in 1976. This landmark paper detailed
the return histories of stocks, bonds, one-month T-Bills and inflation. The latest chart of Ibbotson
data for the returns of these assets from 1926 to 2020 is shown in Figure 1.1.Figure 1.1: Stocks,



Bonds, Bills, and Inflation (1926–2020)Source: Morningstar (Ibbotson SBBI).The long-term risk
premium generated by stocks is on full display, but stocks have experienced massive declines at
multiple points along the way. Few possess the intestinal fortitude to ride the ups and downs of
an all-stock portfolio throughout the duration of their investing lifetime, so a countervailing force
is needed.[Bonds have entered the chat]The quest for uncorrelated return streams has always
been the “holy grail” of investing. The combination of unrelated assets—each with independent
return drivers—delivers the magic that is diversification. Said differently, diversification allows the
whole to be greater than the sum of the parts.For the last 40-plus years, bonds have been the
peanut butter to stocks’ jelly. On their own, bonds have generated meaningful returns. Used in
conjunction with stocks, they have offered low to negative correlation and positive returns when
needed most—during crisis periods when equities suffer.This successful one-two punch has led
many to a default posture of (roughly) balancing the two asset classes. We can’t pinpoint its
inception, but somewhere along the way 60% stocks and 40% bonds became the standard. Not
quite an even split, but pretty darn close—with a slight nod given to stocks for their higher
expected returns.The 60/40 portfolio has become synonymous with balanced asset allocation.
Stocks for growth, and bonds for income and diversification. As simple and easy as it gets. I’ll be
referencing ‘60/40’ throughout the book, but please treat it as shorthand for any balanced
allocation to stocks and bonds. This includes variants like 70/30 and 50/50 that while not 60/40
in name, should be thought of in concert.The reason 60/40 is so canonical is quite simply
because it has worked tremendously for investors for over four decades. The pleasant journey it
has provided and its increasing ease of implementation have made it a perennial favorite among
investors. But don’t take my word for it. Let’s go to the tape.60/40: By the NumbersInvestor
Michael Batnick compiled several historical statistics supporting the 60/40 portfolio’s reign at the
top of the asset allocation food chain over the last 50 years. It is important to note that this
example uses a U.S.-only version of the balanced portfolio. While many 60/40 investors deploy
some level of global diversification, they often still retain significant home bias. For U.S.-based
investors, this positioning has only served to strengthen returns in the most recent decade. Over
the last 50 years, the U.S.-only 60/40 has delivered:Positive returns in 82% of rolling one-year
periods, 93% of rolling three-year periods, and 99% of rolling five-year periods.Only one
calendar-year decline greater than 20%, but ten calendar-year gains of over 20%.An average
annualized return of over 10%.The rolling returns of a 60/40 portfolio from 1976 to 2020 are
shown in Figure 1.2.Figure 1.2: Rolling Returns of a 60/40 Portfolio (1976–2020)Source: 60%
S&P 500 Total Return Index, 40% Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index.After reading
those numbers, you might be wondering what the concern is. I mean, why fight an uphill battle
against something that has behaved in such a consistent and rewarding fashion?Because past
is not prologue and the conditions that made the 60/40 ripe for success in prior decades—
namely high and falling interest rates—are no longer intact.The remainder of this chapter is a
guided tour of the assumptions and issues underlying the rocky foundation of the ubiquitous
60/40 portfolio.“Past Performance is Not Indicative of Future Results”This simple phrase, heard



ad nauseum in every mutual fund commercial that airs on CNBC, goes in one ear and out the
other for many investors. We hear it so often that we fail to take it seriously until we learn its
meaning the hard way. Knowing how susceptible we are to the siren song of past performance,
it’s no wonder why investors remain so enamored with the 60/40 today.The 2010s were not kind
to broad diversification and thoughtful portfolio construction. Most diversification strategies only
served as a drag on returns, leading to investor frustration. A simple 60/40 portfolio of U.S.
stocks and bonds outkicked its coverage by a mile over the past ten years.The Sharpe ratio for
both U.S. stocks and bonds over the last ten years is shown in Figure 1.3. These recent numbers
are juxtaposed with the average Sharpe ratio for each going back to 1925, as well as the 25th
and 75th percentile numbers over that period. Clearly both asset classes have recently earned
better risk-adjusted returns than almost any other time in history.Figure 1.3: Rolling 10-Year
Sharpe Ratio of Stocks and Bonds (1973–2020)Source: Stocks: S&P 500; Bonds: Bloomberg
Barclays Intermediate Govt/Credit.Figure 1.4 combines stocks and bonds into a 60/40 blend,
showing the Sharpe ratio of the balanced portfolio relative to its own history going back to 1973.
To no surprise, the last decade has provided better than average returns and a relatively smooth
ride.Figure 1.4: 60/40 Portfolio Ten-Year Sharpe Ratio (1973–2020)Source: Author.Multiple
generations of investors have yet to live through an era in which bonds didn’t provide robust
returns and meaningful equity diversification. Yet if we travel back in time to the early 1980s, after
inflation and interest rates had peaked, we see a much different picture for investors that had
just lived through the prior 20 years. The period from 1962 through 1981 was one of extremely
high inflation by historical standards in the U.S., eating away at the real returns of both stocks
and bonds. This is illustrated in Figure 1.5.Figure 1.5: Historical Ten-Year Treasury Rate (1962–
2020)Source: FRED, DFA Returns Web.The phrase “Lost Decade” often gets associated with
the S&P 500 during the 2000s. Bookended by the bursting of the Tech Bubble on the front-end
and the Global Financial Crisis on the back end, this ten-year stretch saw negative returns to the
US Large Cap stock index over the full period.One would imagine that a balanced portfolio of
stocks and bonds has avoided a lost decade like this. In nominal terms that would be correct, but
when adjusted for inflation the story changes. Investment manager GMO explored the returns to
a 60/40 portfolio going back to the beginning of the 20th century and found several lengthy
periods where it was flat or negative in real terms. This is shown in Figure 1.6, where the shaded
areas correspond to rough patches experienced by 60/40 portfolios.Figure 1.6: 60/40 Portfolio
Returns—Including Shaded Periods with Poor Returns (1900–2020)Source: GMO. To maximize
the length of the data set, GMO used U.S. Treasuries for the bond allocation and the S&P 500 for
the stock portion.This lookback exercise reinforces that the experience of the last 40 years is
more of an outlier than what we should expect going forward. Upon closer examination, a pattern
begins to emerge. Elevated stock market valuations and/or low real bond yields are present at
the onset of each of these episodes. Pricey stocks are not that uncommon. And while it has
been some time, we’ve seen miniscule bond yields before too. What makes today so unique is
that we have not previously seen such elevated valuations and such low bond yields



simultaneously in our lifetimes.A Negative Stock-Bond Correlation is No GuaranteeDespite
being less risky, there is no ironclad rule requiring bonds to be uncorrelated, or negatively
correlated, with stocks. This is not physics. In fact, there have been multiple extended periods of
time in which correlation between stocks and bonds has been meaningfully positive. This
relationship between these asset classes can be tenuous when certain variables manifest.
Figure 1.7 shows rolling three-year correlations of stocks and bonds, and we can see that there
were positive relationships between the two for much of the 20th century.Figure 1.7: Three-Year
Correlation of Stocks and Bonds (1928-2018)Stocks: IA SBBI US Large Stock TR USD; Bonds:
IA SBBI US IT Govt TR USD.The level of diversification that bonds will offer against stocks will
largely be determined by the prevailing economic conditions—i.e. growth and inflation.If fixed
income loses its luster and is incapable of fulfilling its role as a diversifier to stocks, allocators
will have no choice but to seek out investments that can.How Reliable are Bonds as a Tail
Hedge?It’s worth taking a step-back and refreshing ourselves on why bonds tend to do well
during equity drawdowns in the first place. When the economy is on shaky ground and equities
are falling, investors typically forecast central bank action in the form of interest rate cuts to
stimulate activity. Falling rates provide a cushion not just in bond price appreciation, but also by
pushing up the present value of stock earnings via a declining discount rate. Historical
downturns have seen the Fed lower rates by an average of ~500 bps.Asset manager GMO
analyzed the six bear markets for global stocks in the last 30 years and compared the changes
in ten-year Treasury yields and the corresponding capital gain or loss experienced by ten-year
Treasury notes over the same timeframe. The results are shown in Table 1.1.Table 1.1: U.S.
Treasury Performance During Equity Bear MarketsBear MarketStartEndMSCI World ReturnYield
Change for 10-Year U.S. Treasury NoteCapital Gain/Loss of 10-Year U.S. Treasury NoteFirst Gulf 
War7/16/909/28/90-21.3%0.4%-2.4%LTCM7/20/9810/5/98-20.3%-1.3%10.7%TMT3/27/200010
/9/02-49.8%-2.6%21.9%GFC10/31/073/9/09-57.8%-1.6%13.6%Euro
Crisis5/2/1110/4/11-22.0%-1.5%13.7%Covid-19
Crisis2/19/203/23/20-34.0%-0.8%7.8%Average-34.2%-1.2%10.9%Source: GMO.GMO found
that in five of these six bear markets (all except the First Gulf War), the ten-year Note provided a
meaningful cushion against equity losses, averaging double-digit gains. The caveat is that all
those capital gains came with the implicit assumption that the Fed would cut rates to help stop
the economic bleeding. In each of those cases, such a course of action was possible, but in
2021 it is not.With that cushion now depleted, there is little juice left for the Fed to squeeze
through interest rate cuts. Instead, global central banks have been forced to resort to new and
unconventional policy measures that in some cases lack major historical precedent. The
unproven nature of today’s policy toolkit has led many to wonder if bonds’ days as a depression
hedge are numbered.Tastes Great? Less Filling?For decades now, bonds have had the
distinction of tasting great (high returns) AND being less filling (low risk). While that combination
may still ring true for Miller Lite fans, bond investors no longer have that luxury. Quite the
opposite, in fact. Bond investors today are forced to sip on the low yields (Tastes Bad!) and



growing interest-rate sensitivity (More Filling!) being offered by core fixed income.One of the
redeeming qualities of bonds is that the math is much easier than it is for stocks. The possible
return scenarios over the life of the bond are straightforward to calculate, particularly the upside.
For high-quality bonds, starting yield is often a pretty good approximation of your long-term
return.Figure 1.8 from PGIM Investments compares the average yield of the 10-year U.S.
Treasury over the last four decades to the average annual return of the Barclays Aggregate Bond
Index. As yields continued their march downward, the bond index returns came down right
alongside them. With the ten-year Treasury hovering between 1–2%, it leaves little hope for
anything but a marginally positive return from core fixed income over the next decade.Figure 1.8:
Bonds’ Annualized Returns by DecadeSource: Bloomberg Barclays, PGIM Investment and US
Treasury Department. Analysis conducted by PGIM Investments, as of 12/31/20.What the future
holds for interest rates is anyone’s guess. Forecasting the direction and magnitude of interest
rate movements is a fool’s errand. Assuming there actually is a zero bound on short-term Fed
policy rates in the U.S., there is little additional room for additional price appreciation. Perhaps
longer-term rates in the U.S. will dip below zero, joining the chorus in Europe, Japan, and much
of the developed world. Regardless, there appears to be an asymmetry between the seemingly
capped upside and a highly uncertain downside.The downside scenarios come in two flavors,
according to GMO—Purgatory and Hell. The former, which implies an eventual normalization of
interest rates, would incur more short-term pain. The latter, Hell, assumes rates fail to normalize
and the realized returns on bonds become structurally lower. In this latter case, we would be
spared the violent repricing accompanying Purgatory in the short run, but the calculus would
shift over the long run. This type of long slog would bring major negative implications for savers
and investors, raising the odds of a retirement shortfall by a massive margin.The sad reality is
that starting yields have a mathematical relationship that is quite strong with corresponding
future long-term bond returns. And without overstating the obvious, that starting point today—no
matter where you look across the yield curve—is a far cry from where things stood 10, 20, 30,
40, or 50 years ago.As of June 2020, 20% of developed market government bonds had a
negative yield. Ninety percent had yields lower than 1%. I’ll repeat that once more with feeling—
90% of government bonds in advanced economies had yields below 1%. With nearly half the
60/40 portfolio anchored to those low yields, there are some incredibly wild assumptions that
must be made to allow for returns even in the same ballpark as those in the past.To make
matters worse, low-rate environments have a history of remaining that way for a stubbornly long
time. The Bank of Japan’s policy rate first went to zero in September of 1995. The European
Central Bank cut to zero in June of 2014. The United States initially embarked on their zero-
interest rate policy (ZIRP) in December of 2008. Despite a series of rate hikes that began in late
2015, we now find ourselves back where we were before.For decades, a 60/40 portfolio
comfortably yielded more than 4%—padding the balanced portfolio’s total return and supporting
the notion that it was sufficient to generate 5% above inflation after accounting for capital
appreciation. The last time 60/40 yielded 4% was February 2009, and today that number sits



well below 2%. This is shown in Figure 1.9.Figure 1.9: Trailing 12-Month Yield of a 60/40
PortfolioSource: 60% SPY ETF, 40% AGG ETF; rebalanced monthly.The “I” WordInflation is one
of the most talked about and yet least understood concepts in financial markets and
macroeconomics. It’s a phenomenon we debate ad nauseum with very little evidence and
knowledge of how and when it will manifest. Sure, we can explain and identify it ex-post, but
that’s not much use.Elevated inflation is a structurally challenging environment for stocks and
bonds to thrive in. Research from hedge fund Bridgewater Associates decomposed the excess
returns from stocks and bonds into distinct periods of rising and falling inflation. What they found
is that virtually all the excess returns from both asset classes came when inflation was falling.
The data is shown in Table 1.2.Table 1.2: Excess Returns Over Cash (Since
1970)StocksBonds60/40Rising Inflation-1.5%0.4%-0.7%Falling Inflation8.5%3.5%6.5%Source:
Bridgewater Associates.To be clear, high and rising inflation is not a prerequisite for
disappointing returns to a 60/40 portfolio, but it certainly is its Kryptonite. A path to address or
avoid the problems caused by inflation requires investors go to where the problem does not
exist.What About Stock Valuations?We have talked at length in this chapter about bonds and
their severely limited potential in the years ahead. But the majority of a 60/40 portfolio is
comprised of stocks. As of 2021, stocks in the U.S. are trading at historically expensive multiples.
What that says about equity returns over the next 12 months is anybody’s guess. It has been
said many times before that valuations are a blunt market timing tool. Yet over longer periods of
time, starting valuations do have a tighter relationship with future realized returns, as illustrated
in Figure 1.10. And the picture painted right now is not a pretty one.Figure 1.10: S&P 500
Forward P/E and Subsequent One-Year and Five-Year ReturnsSource: FactSet, Standard &
Poor’s, Thomson Reuters, J.P. Morgan Asset Management. Returns are 12-month and 60-month
annualized total returns, measured monthly, beginning December 31, 1995. R2 represents the
percent of total variation in total returns that can be explained by forward P/E ratios. Data as of
January 4, 2021.Valuations do not even need to mean revert or come down from their currently
elevated levels for future equity returns to disappoint. Dividend yields, an important component
of total return, are nothing to write home about at current levels.The Equity Risk Premium is Not
GuaranteedThe lion’s share of 60/40’s struggles in years to come will derive from the bond
portion’s limited ability to do much heavy lifting. But that doesn’t mean that the stock side of the
equation should get away scot free. Given enough time, equities usually compensate investors
for the risks they bear. But usually is not the same as always, as we will discuss in this
section.From 1927 through the end of 2019, the U.S. Equity Risk Premium (as represented by
the Fama/French Total U.S. Stock Market Index minus the One-Month US Treasury Bill) has
been negative for:30% of one-year observations21% of five-year observations15% of ten-year
observationsThink about that for a second. Fifteen percent of the time, you would have been
better off owning T-Bills over ten years than investing in the U.S. stock market. Your ability to earn
a positive return over the risk-free rate in a decade-long stretch has a lot to do with how lucky, or
unlucky, your start and end dates are.The fact that such long periods of time can pass without



anything to show for it is exactly why it is called the equity risk premium in the first place! No one
is handing out guarantees of free money here. History does show—at least in the U.S.—that
longer horizons such as 20 or 30 years reduce the odds of a negative or disappointing outcome,
but they do not eliminate it entirely.Any time you reference the historical consistency of the long-
term equity risk premium over time, you will inevitably be met with the reply of: Now Show Japan.
This is because it is the most well-known exception to the rule. Japan’s stock market
experienced one of the biggest booms and bubbles of all-time in the 1980s. At one point, it
represented 44% of the MSCI World Index. On December 31st, 1989, the four largest
companies in the world were Japanese banks. And then the bubble burst, with Japanese stocks
getting cut in half (and then some) in the early 1990s.It wasn’t until 2020 that the MSCI Japan
Index recovered to its 1989 peak in local currency terms. Even in US dollar terms, the Japanese
equity market did not recover until 2017—nearly 30 years later.Does this mean the U.S. is
destined to be Japan? No. But it does remind us to prepare for a landscape that can look much
different than today.Figure 1.11 shows Japanese equity returns (MSCI Japan, in local yen
currency), for the period 1990–2020.
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Martha Conlon, “A Must Have Resource About Alternative Investments. Phil has a gift for
presenting complex ideas in a straightforward and concise manner. I started working in financial
services in the early 90s and as I look back, it's hard to believe how much things have changed!
It was the heyday of the 60/40 portfolio. This book is greatly needed to fill a gap to help inform
investors about alternatives and their role in a well-constructed portfolio.”

Tarek Liddawi, “The world is investing has more shades of grey than I knew!. I was amazed at
how many alternatives are there outside of the traditional equity and bonds markets. The fact
that there is such a spectrum of alternatives with comparable returns and lower correlation to the
equity market is something that is required in today’s dilemma where correlation between asset
classes only goes up. Lots of options for a accredited investor but close enough for the rest with
the democratization through technology.The book doesn’t tell you what to choose but it opens
the door for you to make your own research knowing what options are available. If you want to
widen your investment options, this book is for you.”

Jeremy, “Innovative ideas rarely discussed in the financial industry. Phil Huber has put together a
phenomenal guidebook that helps explain the benefits of allocating beyond typical stocks and
bonds. But he does so in the most eloquent of ways. Phil's thinking is to avoid the easy road,
the status quo. His innovative thoughts on what will provide additional return in the future is
about taking the road less traveled, allocating a portion of a well-diversified portfolio towards
alternative investments. I'd highly recommend the read. If you happen to be an avid reader
yourself, Phil also provides a full list of other books that he has found to be beneficial in his life
and career, which is an added perk!”

DC Runner, “Great book on investing. A great investing book. Often investing books are nothing
more than marketing hoopla for the writer's investment firm. Not here for this book. Great
objective book on investing.I have read books on asset allocation by Larry Swedroe. Phil Huber
quotes him in this book.Well researched and put together.”

Reviewed, “Great read. Phil really brings to the forefront that there is more to allocation than
stocks and bonds and how these are managed takes a lot of expertise. Great book, would
definitely recommend it to anyone interested in how to allocate their portfolio.”

MW, “A must read for financial advisors. Getting investors to understand what they own, why
they own it, and how to interpret results is where Phil shines with clients. I believe all advisors
need to keep an open mind when it comes to clients and investment strategy. Too open and one
never sticks with investments in tough times and not open enough and one risks sticking with a
strategy that no longer works. I found this book helps advisors by challenging conventional



thinking and giving some great foundation for forward thinking. I look forward to using the
wisdom in this book with clients to create better investment expectations and outcomes. There is
so many nuggets to take away, so make sure you bring your highlighter and an open mind.”

SimonJ, “A good summary. An excellent summary of the ‘alternatives’ asset class. I heard the
author on the Meb Fabre podcast (which I also highly recommend). The only problem is that for
a U.K. based investor it is difficult and in some cases simply not possible to invest in some of the
strategies I.e. where can I find a cat bond fund in the U.K.? Most of the example funds are US
based / only open to US investors but I agree with the premise of the book about the death of
60/40 due to the high valuation of the bond market, etc.”

Michael P, “Great read for anyone looking to educate themselves on alternative investments. A
colleague put me onto this book as a way to educate myself on Alts and varying strategies
around them. Gave great insight and is delivered in a way even a novice can follow.”

The book by Phil Huber has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 55 people have provided feedback.
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